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Our mission is to empower and partner with 
landowners and the community to address Sonoma 
County’s most pressing natural resource concerns. 

since conservation is as much about 
people as it is about natural resources, this report 
reflects the voices of our staff and illustrates the 
dedication and years of partnerships throughout 
our district’s 878,862 acres.
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As our name implies, the RCD is an organization that focuses on conservation 
of our working lands and watersheds.  While the concept of conservation is a 
part of everyday life for us, the very idea of conservation is relatively new to 
modern society.  Just over 100 years ago, the idea that the landscape and our 
resources should be managed sustainably was an absurd notion to most 
people.  It was Teddy Roosevelt and Gifford Pinchot (America’s first forest-
er) who had the vision and belief that our landscapes should be managed to 
benefit all the people. And these two men did something about it, establishing 
the U.S. Forest Service and assigning forest rangers to protect and manage the 
tremendous forest resources of the West. One could argue that the modern 
conservation movement started there, in the early 1900s, and continues to 
grow and evolve to this day as we face new challenges.

And these new challenges are many. The past year has presented a 
seemingly continuous stream of crises impacting our community and world.

MESSAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY

From the devastating wildfires to the existential threat of climate change and a global pandemic, the 
threats are more real than ever. Will we be able to rise to the current challenge like Roosevelt and 
Pinchot did over 100 years ago?  It’s tempting to get discouraged and decide there’s nothing we can 
really do. 

However, when we look at the threats we face through our RCD lens, we see that many of the 
hardest issues can be best addressed through forward-thinking conservation and land management. 
And that’s something we know how to do: 

• Wildfire - Forest fuel load management and establishment of shaded fuel breaks
• Climate change - Carbon sequestration through soil health improvement and native plantings
• Pandemic – Supporting our farmers to maintain a local food system that helps carry our       

community through disruptions in larger-scale food distribution 

Through good times and bad, the RCD is hard at work getting these things done on the ground. 
This annual report presents a whirlwind tour of our District, highlighting a few of our recent          
accomplishments across the landscape. With your help, we can maintain this momentum and scale 
up our efforts to meet our community and the world’s growing needs.  Working in partnership 
with landowners, agencies, and non-profits to create more resilient landscapes reminds us that 
even in hard times there is always something we can do. Together.  We’ve been at it for 75 years, 
and we’re ready to approach this next phase with creativity, energy, and hope. Are you ready?
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A SNAPSHOT OF OUR DISTRICT OVER ONE YEAR

Conducted 
six irrigation 

evaluations to 
support water  

conservation in 
vineyards.

The RCD and 
partners designed 

and printed the first “2020 
Working Lands Calendar” 

highlighting twelve 
landowners and 

managers throughout
the county.

Provided over 120 
landowners and 

community members with 
free technical assistance on 

soil erosion and other 
natural resource 

concerns.

Completed 13 
rainwater              

catchment/water storage 
projects and designed an                

additional 12 projects that 
are waiting in the pipeline 

for implementation.

Designed .5 
miles of instream 

habitat enhancement 
in Mark West 
Watershed.

Implemented 50 acres 
of forest fuel load 

management 
practices on properties in 

Mark West. We completed six 
Forest Management Plans 

throughout the district.

The RCD 
hosted or 

participated in 
workshops with topics 

covering soil health, carbon 
farming, post-fire erosion, 

and much more serving 
nearly 300 
individuals.

Completed 
seven Carbon Farm 
Plans with one in 

progress going into 
our 2020-21 
Fiscal Year.

Implemented four 
on-the-ground projects 

at vineyards in the Sonoma 
Creek Watershed, including 
post-fire remediation and 

completed 14 
LandSmart Plans.



The rural areas of West  Sonoma County are 
a great example of what makes our county so 
special. It’s important that we steward these 
watersheds for future generations of both 
people and fish. The Sonoma County Coastal 
Rainwater Catchment and Forbearance Project, 
funded by the California Wildlife Conservation 
Board, is in the process of installing 240,000 
gallons of rainwater storage on residential 
properties in three key coastal watersheds: 
Gualala River, Austin Creek, and Russian Gulch.  

BALANCING THE NEEDS OF PEOPLE AND FISH 
Coastal Watersheds of Sonoma County

“The people involved in this project are 
what make it so special.  Everyone knows ev-
eryone, from our local contractor, Charles 
Hope, to our local project coordinator, 
Judy Rosales, to the participating landown-
ers; everyone has a personal connection 
and helps take care of one another out in 
rural West County.

 - Jessica Pollitz, Engineer 
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AN INVALUABLE RESOURCE 
These three coastal watersheds provide important habitat for 
endangered coho salmon and threatened steelhead trout. 
Their streams often go dry or have critically low flows during 
the summer months, providing a survival risk to juvenile 
salmonids that remain in the streams over the summer. The 
rainwater catchment tanks collect rainwater off roofs during the 
winter, to be used during the summer months for irrigation and 
other outdoor non-potable uses. The rainwater will offset the 
existing water source (well, spring, or creek) during the driest 
time of year, leaving this precious water in the aquifers and 
streams when it is most needed.

The project will provide rural residents with additional water 
security during the uncertain times of drought and climate 
change that our communities face now and in the future. In 
addition to offsetting pumping and encouraging landowners to 
be more aware of their water use, the stored water may also be 
used for fire protection, an invaluable resource in our county.
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While 240,000 gallons seems 
like a lot of water, there are 
many more watersheds and 
landowners in West Sonoma 
County and throughout our 
District who could benefit 
from winter water storage.  
Many folks in these areas are 
also implementing forest 
management plans, which 
have been linked to increasing 
summer streamflows, in 
addition to fire resiliency.



THE GREATEST SLOUGH ON EARTH
Petaluma River Watershed

COLLABORATION AT WORK 
Through our project efforts we hope to identify and implement solutions and 
improvements within the watershed to mitigate negative effects associated with 
climate change, sea level rise, and water quality and quantity impairments that 
affect us all, while protecting and preserving the economic, recreational, and 
cultural ecosystem services within our watershed.  

Much of the group consists of dedicated individuals who are invested in the 
health of the watershed in both their professional and personal lives. Many 
participate as volunteers, donating their time and expertise to the collaborative 
mission. There are also countless more individual landowners and community 
members that are committed stewards of the land and participants in 
watershed efforts. 

The work doesn’t stop there. Utilizing the collaboration and planning work as a 
foundation, group members will move beneficial projects through the pipeline 
of seeking funding, design, community engagement, and on-the-ground action. 

We are working to perpetuate a community of active, 
informed, and engaged stakeholders that cooperatively 
improve landscape functions and resource values to 
improve the health of the Petaluma River Watershed and 
surrounding community. Stakeholders actively engage 
and collaborate to share updates, concerns, 
opportunities, and challenges with each other to 
promote awareness and extend knowledge of efforts 
within the watershed. Under the RCD’s lead, the 
Collaborative will identify and prioritize projects of 
various scales within the watershed, utilizing an 
inclusive and comprehensive process that includes 
community outreach, leveraging existing knowledge 
and data, and exercising the strengths of each 
participating entity.     
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“The health of our 
watershed is ultimately tied 
to the health of our 
community.”

- Katie Robbins, 
Project Manager

What makes this project so powerful is the investment 
of energy, time, and motivation of 27 local, state, and 
federal agencies, non-profits, private entities, and local 
organizations that consistently engage and participate 
with the collaborative efforts. 



“My favorite aspect of this          
watershed is how involved and 
engaged the landowners are 
particularly the Friends of Mark 
West Watershed group in
 improving the health and                  
resilience of their watershed.”

- Kevin Cullinen, Project Manager

  

Mark West Creek has been identified by state and federal fisheries 
agencies as providing some of the best remaining habitat for coho 
salmon in the Russian River Watershed as well as being a core area for 
population recovery. The watershed’s importance to coho salmon, 
restoration feasibility, degree of streamflow impairment, landowner 
interest in collaboration, and range of land and water uses make this 
an ideal watershed for developing a hydrologic model and a 
flow enhancement program.

SCIENCE IN ACTION: STREAMFLOW STUDIES PAVE WAY FOR CHANGE
Mark West Creek Watershed
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A COMMUNITY UNITED
The goal of this study is to perform a comprehensive analysis of the 
distribution of stream flow in space and time throughout the watershed, 
relative to coho habitat requirements. This information will assist in 
identifying and prioritizing restoration efforts and developing strategies 
for enhancing summer streamflows.

Several factors limit coho survival in the watershed including lack of 
quality pool habitat, lack of winter refugia, and insufficient summer 
baseflows. The results of the Hydrologic Model will guide landowners, 
land managers, and resource agencies on both what types of projects 
are likely to have the greatest benefit to streamflow and salmonid 
habitat, as well as where these projects will be most impactful. 

A handful of watershed residents took part in the study firsthand, by 
collecting streamflow measurements and rain gauge data that directly 
contributed to the Hydrologic Model. Many residents also participated 
and provided input at the series of Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) 
meetings that were held for this study.
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WIN-WIN SOLUTIONS
After the study and report are completed, we will continue to work with 
the Mark West community and look for funding opportunities to 
implement the types of practices recommended in the Hydrologic Study 
report to create win-win solutions to improve streamflow conditions, 
salmonid habitat, and the health of the forests within the watershed. 



IN THE FACE OF FIRE: BECOME RESILIENT 
Alexander Valley Watersheds
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The view from the top of Pine Flat Road is spectacular. In the months leading up to the Kincade fire of fall 2019, 
the RCD had been working closely on developing individual management plans with forestland owners in this 
area. Unfortunately, many of these proactive land stewards who had been working toward more resilient forests 
were affected by the Kincade fire to varying degrees. In the weeks following the fire the RCD began a major 
technical assistance campaign in the region to support landowners with soil erosion, road assessments, 
and forest health concerns. Through these efforts, we were able to connect with 
and serve dozens of fire-affected landowners.

PARTNERSHIPS PREVAIL
Although efforts to fund this work as a regional effort has not yet come to fruition, we continue to 
collaborate closely with the Northern Sonoma County Fire Protection District, Audubon Canyon 

Ranch, and about 13 landowners, many with contiguous properties, to search for post-fire 
restoration and maintenance funding. And we continue to provide technical assistance and planning 

to help our land and forests recover from fire and become more resilient for the future.

“Our goal is to continue working with 
motivated communities to provide 
technical assistance and access to funds 
for pre-fire vegetation management, 
then work on collaborating with local 
fire personnel to bring good fire back 
to the landscape. My favorite aspect of 
working here has been connecting with 
such deeply motivated and ethical 
land stewards.”

- Jason Wells, Forester
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ADAPTING TO WILDFIRE
The adaptable nature of the RCD allowed for quick 
modifications of the existing forest management plans to 
reflect a change in the properties after the fire and to get 
property owners in contact with the Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (NRCS) for funding assistance. Our 
Forester worked to find solutions to damaged properties, in 
many cases finding opportunities to improve forest stands for 
the future. For example, some landowners can clear 
Douglas-fir, a fast-growing opportunistic species, from the 
previously encroached oak woodlands and re-plant native 
oaks and grasses. Additionally, as the lands heal and regrow 
with natives, it is becoming ever more possible to see an 
increase in prescribed fire use in the Alexander Valley, 
Pine Flat, and Valley of the Moon areas that were 
hit hard by recent fires.
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PUTTING PLANS TO WORK 
Sonoma Creek Watershed

To date, we have developed 60 farm plans through the LandSmart program and implemented 
on-the-ground projects recommended from farm plans across 5 vineyard properties, with two 
more projects slated for completion before the close of 2020. 
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“Working in this area for the last few years, I’ve also 
been lucky to experience the passion, pride, and family 
history that exists among the landowners who share 
Sonoma Valley and Carneros regions as their home. I 
believe we’ve forged lasting relationships from our 
ability to adapt in the moment and be able to lend a 
helping hand and some financial support to those 
needing it after a natural disaster.”

- Anya Starovoytov, Project Manager

LANDSMART SUCCESSES ON-THE-GROUND  
The RCD has been helping the Sonoma Creek Watershed vineyard 
community to protect water quality and meet the requirements of a 
regulatory permit from the San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control 
Board (Water Board). The Water Board permit requires landowners to prepare 
a farm plan that documents certain farming practices as well as meet certain 
criteria that may require natural resource projects, such as improvements to 
rural roads, on their properties. To date, we have developed 60 farm plans 
through the LandSmart program and implemented on-the-ground projects 
recommended from farm plans across 5 vineyard properties, with two more 
projects slated for completion before the close of 2020. 
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WATERSHED IMPROVEMENTS 
These property improvements include road reshaping, stream crossing improvements, 

riparian revegetation, and streambank stabilization – all with the goal to reduce the amount 
of sediment leaving these lands and entering creeks, where it can negatively 

impact fish habitat and water quality. In addition to projects driven by regulatory 
requirements, Sonoma RCD also completed emergency erosion control projects at 

7 vineyard properties, as part of fire recovery efforts following the Nuns Fire in 2017. 
Three additional larger-scale fire recovery projects are slated for construction in 2021. 

In recent years Sonoma RCD has brought in over $720,000 in grant funding for 
on-the-ground projects to address natural resource concerns in this watershed, 

paired with technical assistance efforts that bring the 
total budget to around $1 million dollars. 



We open the minds of students to appreciate the lands around them, foster their individual connection to 
nature, and we invite each of them to engage in learning about how their food is produced. Many of our 
students, especially those of elementary age have never set foot on a farm. Many of our high school students 
have not tasted nutritious fresh food directly from field to fork. What we provide will impact them for a 
lifetime. These experiences cannot be boiled down into just a few statistics of impact, they are measured by 
smiles, laughs, journal entries reflecting on novel observations, communication among 
new friends made, and more. 

Our programs create informed participants of our community and beyond as they become the next generation 
of leaders for our natural resources and vital lands. Our decades’ long programs were going to look 
different going virtual, but our mission to inspire and educate the next generation about Sonoma County’s 
working lands, local food systems, pollinators, soil health, and watershed resiliency would remain strong.

INVESTING IN THE NEXT GENERATION
For more than 20 years, Sonoma RCD has provided local youth with 
unmatched on the land experiences on Sonoma County’s diverse agricultural 
lands and open spaces. The way we teach, and design experiential field trips 
is always evolving. However, our greatest challenge came last spring as the 
COVID-19 pandemic shuttered our community and others across the 
United States. Our team, in collaboration with Gold Ridge RCD, studiously 
and thoughtfully spent time re-envisioning all our on the land youth 
programs anticipating the following 2020-21 school year still leaving 
students out of their classrooms. 

Our TEAM (Teaching Agricultural and Environmental Memories) Educational 
Program supports an array of Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), 
while the FARMS (Farming Agriculture Resource Management Sustainability) 
Leadership program aims to integrate STEM connections, Social Emotional 
Learning (SEL) tools, and provide opportunities for high schoolers to develop 
career pathways. It is our goal to provide thoughtful, well-rounded, and 
equitable programming to our diverse and brilliant student community. 
These programs are each supported, in part, by Sonoma County Ag + Open 
Space as we integrate curriculum that speaks to the role of the district in 
protecting our county’s land resources forever and whose work is funded by 
the taxpayers of Sonoma County.

WORKING LANDS THAT INSPIRE: GETTING YOUTH OUT ON THE LAND
Sonoma County Wide 

“It is an honor to watch pure 
amazement light up a student’s face 
as they experience something novel, 
something we as adults might not have 
noticed or found amusing. It is this 
light that fills me and drives my 
career to provide such experiences to 
our students in this diverse 
and bountiful county.” 

- Christine Kuehn, Education and
 Communications Manager   
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We will continue to work closely 
with our partners and schools old 
and new to ensure the success and 
access to our programming is 
upheld no matter what challenge 
we face. The next generation 
deserves our perseverance. Our 
working lands, clean water, healthy 
soils, and scenic open spaces 
depend on it. 
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THE FACES OF THE RCD 
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS | 2019-2020

sonomA resource conserVAtion district is A speciAl district of the stAte of cAliforniA, And, As A goVernment entity, 
is An exempt orgAnizAtion under the proVisions of irc § 115 And contriButions to the district Are deductiBle under 
the proVisions of irc § 170(c)(1). the condensed finAnciAl dAtA for the yeAr ended June 30, 2020 presented BeloW 
isuBJect to Audit.

THANK YOU TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS

AdAm kotin

Anonymous 
BArBArA moulton

Bruce ABelli-Amen

dAVid kAtz

dAVid murphy

ellen mcknight

frAnces knApczyk

gAry hegenBArt

hArriet BuckWAlter

John herVey

lynn gArric

mike nApolitAno

nAomi BrilliAnt

pAcific WAtershed AssociAtes

richArd cAsAVecchiA

sAndi potter

VAlerie Quinto
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Intergovernmental
$2,677,148 

Foundation
$192,654 Property Tax

$148,148 
LandSmart            
Cost Share
$110,277 

Fee-For-Service
$31,400 

Donations & Other
$122,225 

REVENUE & OTHER FUNDING SOURCES

Personnel
$1,080,589 

Program 
Subcontractors

$1,569,866 

Program Non-
Personnel
$291,778 Debt Service

$73,089 
Capital Outlays

$13,138 

OPERATING EXPENDITURES
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